This is a summary to IRG Meeting No. 41 (IRGN1980 WG2N4510)

1. **Future Meetings: Resolution IRG 41.1 (for Information)**
The following gives the IRG future meeting schedules:

   - IRG #42 Qingdao, China, 2014-05-19~23 (Approved)
   - IRG #43 San Jose, USA 2014-11-17~21 (Adobe as sponsor) (Approved)
   - IRG #44 Seeking Host

2. **Extension E Work: IRG M41.2 (for Information)**
The ISO/IEC 10646 project editor has produced IRGN1977 as a new draft of CJK Extension E code table based on error report and the feedback from IRG. IRG member bodies are request to send any feedback to the project editor by the end of January, 2014.

3. **Extension F Working Schedule: IRG M41.3 (for Information)**
IRG has completed the first cycle of full review in IRG Meeting No. 41. The 2nd full review will be completed by IRG Meeting No. 42 in May 2014. Ext. F is targeted for submission to WG2 after IRG Meeting No. 42.

4. **IRG Principles & Procedures Update Version 6 is confirmed: Resolution IRG 41.4 (for Review and Feedback)**
The IRG has confirmed it PnP Version 6 (IRGN 1975). The document (WG2n4511) is forwarded to WG2 for record and review.

5. **Handling of Large Files: Resolution IRG41.5 (for Information)**
The current IRG website has restrictions on file size. The IRG requests its Rapporteur to seek alternative technical solutions for IRG to maintain files of large size.
6. Urgently Needed Character proposals: Resolution IRG41.6 (for Information and Action):
6.1. The IRG accepts China’s UNC proposal to encode 3 Chinese characters from the General Purpose Normalized Hanzi List published by the State Council of China on June 5, 2013 and the proposal is forwarded to WG2 for further processing(WG2N4508). (Action)
6.2. The IRG reviewed the UNC proposal from UTC and agrees that the characters are currently being used and some should qualify as urgently needed characters. However, since quite number of the characters are used over the internet and members need more time to study this form of use and question their stability. Thus, IRG would like more time to study it. (for Information)
6.3. The IRG reviewed the UNC proposal for Slavonic transcription. Members recognized that the nature of these characters as a set is quite different from the current CJK characters and would like to have more time to study it. The request for a phonetic order of these characters are also questioned by members because some of the transcription characters are already coded in the CJK blocks. (for Information)

7. Request for member bodies more detailed review notes in IRG editorial Work: Resolution IRG 41.7 (for Information)
The IRG request its editors to give more detailed review notes for Ext. F and future editorial reviews.

8. IRG Working Document Series: IRG 41.7 (for information)
The IRG has updated its IWDS(IRGN1950) according to the additional examples proposed in IRG Meetings No. 37 and 38. Technical solutions needed to be sourced for better presentation.
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